Abstract. The standard paradigm for online power of two choices problems in random graphs is the Achlioptas process. Here we consider the following natural generalization: Starting with G 0 as the empty graph on n vertices, in every step a set of r edges is drawn uniformly at random from all edges that have not been drawn in previous steps. From these, one edge has to be selected, and the remaining r − 1 edges are discarded. Thus after N steps, we have seen rN edges, and selected exactly N out of these to create a graph G N . In a recent paper by Krivelevich, Loh, and Sudakov [11], the problem of avoiding a copy of some fixed graph F in G N for as long as possible is considered, and a threshold result is derived for some special cases. Moreover, the authors conjecture a general threshold formula for arbitrary graphs F . In this work we disprove this conjecture and give the complete solution of the problem by deriving explicit threshold functions N 0 (F, r, n) for arbitrary graphs F and any fixed integer r. That is, we propose an edge selection strategy that a.a.s. (asymptotically almost surely, i.e. with probability 1 − o(1) as n → ∞) avoids creating a copy of F for as long as N = o(N 0 ), and prove that any online strategy will a.a.s. create such a copy once N = ω(N 0 ).
Introduction
Consider the following graph process. Starting with the empty graph on n vertices, in every step a new edge is drawn uniformly at random from all non-edges and inserted into the graph. It is natural to ask how many edges will typically appear until the resulting graph satisfies some monotone property, e.g., contains a triangle, is non-3-colorable, or is Hamiltonian.
It is not hard to see that the resulting graph after N steps is distributed uniformly over all graphs on n vertices with exactly N edges. Thus the analysis of this process is closely related to analyzing the 'static' random graph G n,m (a graph drawn uniformly at random from all graphs on n vertices with m edges) introduced by Erdős and Rényi in the 60's [7] . Since then, a large body of work has been devoted to the subject, and threshold results have been proved for many natural graph properties.
In this paper we study the property of containing a copy of some fixed subgraph F . For the Erdős-Rényi model introduced above, the following threshold result was proved by Bollobás [4] in 1981. Throughout, we denote the number of vertices and edges of a graph F by v(F ) and e(F ), respectively. We tacitly assume that all graphs contain at least one vertex, and call a graph empty if it has no edges, nonempty otherwise. We write f (n) g(n) if f (n) = o(g(n)), and f (n) g(n) if f (n) = ω(g(n)). Assume now that the graph process is modified as follows: In every step r edges are drawn uniformly at random from all edges that have not been drawn in previous steps. From these, one has to be selected, and the other r − 1 are discarded. Thus after N steps, we have seen rN edges, and selected exactly N out of these to create a graph G N . How does this freedom of choice affect the thresholds that are known for the first model? Can we significantly increase or decrease the number of steps it typically takes until G N satisfies some monotone property?
This process is known in the literature as an Achlioptas process (where usually r = 2) and has become the standard paradigm for online power of two choices problems in the context of random graphs. Among many natural properties of random graphs, the one that has received most attention so far is the property of containing a linear-sized component. It turns out that the emergence of such a 'giant component' can be either accelerated or slowed down by a constant factor if appropriate edge selection strategies are used [1, 2, 3, 8, 19] .
Only recently, other graph properties have been studied in this context [11, 12] . Motivated by Theorem 1, Krivelevich, Loh, and Sudakov considered the problem of avoiding a copy of some fixed graph F in G N for as long as possible. For some special cases, they proved an explicit threshold function N 0 = N 0 (F, r, n) in the following sense: For any N N 0 , there exists an edge selection strategy that a.a.s. (asymptotically almost surely, i.e. with probability tending to 1 as n tends to infinity) does not create a copy of F in the first N steps of the process. On the other hand, if N N 0 then any online strategy will a.a.s. create a copy of F within the first N steps. (Such an online threshold exists for any monotone graph property, as can be shown along the lines of the multi-round exposure proof of the well-known offline result by Bollobás and Thomason [6] , see [16, Lemma 7] .) The results of [11] can be summarized as follows.
Theorem 2 ([11]
). Let F be a cycle, a complete graph or a complete bipartite graph with parts of equal size, and let r ≥ 2 be a fixed integer. Then the threshold for avoiding F in the generalized Achlioptas process with parameter r is 
The maximum in (1) is attained for
• s = 1 if F = C is a cycle of length ≥ 3,
• s = log r ((r − 1) + 1) if F = K is a complete graph of size ≥ 4, • s = log r ((r − 1) + 1) if F = K , is a complete bipartite graph with parts of size ≥ 3.
Moreover, they conjectured that the general threshold of the problem is N 0 (F, r, n) = n 2−1/ m r * (F ) , where m r * (F ) := max
In this work we disprove this conjecture and give the general solution of the problem.
1.1. Our result. In the following we present our main result. The definitions and formulas below may look rather intimidating; we state them without further explanation here, as there will be an entire section devoted to their combinatorial interpretation later on (see Section 2.2 below). There we will also present several concrete examples.
Throughout this work, we will use the notion of ordered graphs. An ordered graph is a pair (H, π), where H is a graph, h := e(H), and π : E(H) → {1, . . . , h} is an ordering of the edges of H, conveniently denoted by its preimages, π = (π −1 (1), . . . , π −1 (h)). In the context of the Achlioptas process, we interpret the ordering π =: (e 1 , . . . , e h ) as the order in which the edges of H appeared in the process, where e h is the edge that appeared first (the 'oldest' edge) and e 1 is the edge that appeared last (the 'youngest' edge).
We denote by Π(E(H)) the set of all possible orderings of the edges of H, and by
S(F ) := (H, π) | H ⊆ F ∧ π ∈ Π(E(H))
the set of all ordered subgraphs of F . For some ordered graph (H, π) and some subgraph J ⊆ H, we denote by π| J the order on the edges of J induced by π. Given an ordered graph (H, π), π = (e 1 , . . . , e h ), we denote by H \ {e 1 , . . . , e i } the graph obtained from H by removing the edges e 1 , . . . , e i . As we do not remove vertices (even if they become isolated), we always have v(H \ {e 1 , . . . , e i }) = v(H). (When we refer to a subgraph J ⊆ H in the following we of course allow that v(J) < v(H).) We use e ∈ H as a shorthand notation for e ∈ E(H).
For any nonempty ordered graph (H 1 , π), π = (e 1 , . . . , e h ), any sequence of subgraphs H 2 , . . . , H h ⊆ H 1 with H i ⊆ H 1 \ {e 1 , . . . , e i−1 } and e i ∈ H i for all 2 ≤ i ≤ h, and any integer r ≥ 2, define coefficients c i = c i ((H 1 , π), H 2 , . . . , H h , r) recursively by c 1 := r ,
(where 1 {e i ∈H j } = 1 if e i ∈ H j and 1 {e i ∈H j } = 0 otherwise), and set
Furthermore, we set for any integer r ≥ 2 and any nonempty graph F m r * (F ) := min
With these definitions, our main result reads as follows.
Theorem 3. Let F be a fixed nonempty graph, and let r ≥ 2 be a fixed integer. Then the threshold for avoiding F in the generalized Achlioptas process with parameter r is
where m r * (F ) is defined in (3, 4, 5).
We will explain in Section 2.2 how Theorem 2 arises as a special case of Theorem 3.
The key insight behind our proofs is that the Achlioptas process can be related to a static object very similarly to the way the graph process we introduced at the beginning is related to the classical random graph G n,m . Namely, we consider the random r-matched graph G r n,m that is obtained as follows: For some m, r|m, generate a normal random graph G n,m and then draw a partition of the edge set into sets of size exactly r (called r-sets in the following) uniformly at random. It is not hard to see that the first N many r-sets of the Achlioptas process are distributed exactly like G r n,rN . From this point of view, the r − 1 edges that are discarded in every step are not 'thrown away' but just 'greyed out' -they are still there and can be used for purposes of analysis. This seems to be the key difference between our approach and the one taken in [11] . Using that some key results about small subgraphs of G n,m have natural analogues for G r n,m , the problem becomes amenable to standard first and second moment proof techniques along the lines of the textbook proof of Theorem 1 (see e.g. [5] or [10] ).
Note that our definition of the Achlioptas process is slightly different from the one used e.g. in [11] : In our setup, discarded edges are completely removed from the process (i.e., never presented again) instead of placed back in the pool of available edges. This is essential for our approach since otherwise the graph formed by the first N many r-sets drawn in the process is not uniformly distributed over all graphs with exactly rN edges (and neither over all multigraphs with exactly rN edges). Nevertheless, the threshold given by Theorem 3 carries over to the setting with replacement; we briefly outline the proof at the end of this paper.
The online problem studied here gives rise to the following offline problem: given a random rmatched graph G r n,m , can we select one edge from each r-set to obtain a graph that does not contain a copy of F ? As was shown in [14] , for 'most' graphs F and any fixed integer r ≥ 2, the threshold of this offline problem is n 2−1/m 2 (F ) , where m 2 (F ) := max H⊆F (e(H) − 1)/(v(H) − 2) is the well-known 2-density. As it turns out, for any nonempty graph F the parameter m r * (F ) as defined in Theorem 3 satisfies lim
i.e., the online threshold approaches the offline threshold as the parameter r increases.
Alternative formulation.
In the following we present an alternative formulation of our main result that is directly related to the general lower bound strategy we will discuss shortly. The alternative formulation focuses on subgraph counts; this is crucial for our approach and captures some key aspects of the problem better than the maximum density perspective of Theorem 3 (even though the latter might be more familiar to the reader). We will elaborate on this in Section 2.3.
Given an ordered graph (H, π), π = (e 1 , . . . , e h ), we use H \ e 1 as a shorthand notation for H \ {e 1 } and π \ e 1 as a shorthand notation for π| H\e 1 .
For a fixed integer r ≥ 2 and a fixed real value 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2, we introduce for any graph H and any π = (e 1 , . . . , e h ) ∈ Π(E(H)) the parameter λ r,θ (H, π), defined recursively by
As we shall see, using an appropriate edge selection strategy (which depends on F , r and θ) ensures that a.a.s. for all (H, π) ∈ S(F ) the number of copies of (H, π) in G N with N = n 2−θ is of order n λ r,θ (H,π) at most.
Furthermore, we set for r and θ as before and any graph F Λ r,θ (F ) := max
(where by our convention the minimum is over graphs H with at least one vertex). Note that (8) is similar to (5), with minimization and maximization interchanged. It is easily checked that as a function of θ for fixed r and fixed nonempty (H, π) respectively F , both λ r,θ (H, π) and Λ r,θ (F ) are continuous, piecewise linear with integer coefficients, and non-increasing (i.e., non-decreasing with N = n 2−θ ). Furthermore, both functions have a unique rational root.
Theorem 3 can now be reformulated as follows:
Theorem 4. Let F be a fixed nonempty graph, and let r ≥ 2 be a fixed integer. Then the threshold for avoiding F in the generalized Achlioptas process with parameter r is
where θ * = θ * (F, r) is the unique solution of
and Λ r,θ (F ) is defined in (7, 8) .
The parameters m r * (F ) and θ * (F, r) appearing in Theorem 3 and Theorem 4, respectively, are related via m r * (F ) = 1/θ * (F, r). The value θ * (F, r) can be computed by searching the root of Λ r,θ (F ) by repeated interval bisections, yielding an alternative to computing m r * (F ) directly via the definition in (3, 4, 5) . We do not claim that either method is particularly efficient -in fact, we would be quite surprised to see an algorithm that computes m r * (F ) in time polynomial in the size of F . In [17] we discuss some efficiency and implementation issues for a similar but even harder computational problem.
1.3. The edge selection strategy. We prove the lower bound in Theorem 4 by analyzing the following edge selection strategy. We consider an ordered graph (H, π) ∈ S(F ) the more 'dangerous' the lower λ r,θ * (H, π) is (intuitively, a high value λ r,θ * (H, π) means that we will have many copies of (H, π) anyway, cf. the remark after (7)). In every step, we determine for each of the r edges the level of danger it entails by considering the most dangerous graph that would be completed by this edge. Quantifying in this way how dangerous each edge is, we always select the least dangerous edge available. Ties between graphs (and thus also edges) that are equally dangerous in this sense are broken according to a somewhat technical rule, cf. Section 3. Thus for a concrete forbidden graph F , an optimal strategy can be described as a simple priority list of ordered graphs (H, π) ∈ S(F ), and can easily be implemented as a polynomial-time algorithm in the generalized Achlioptas process.
(Here we mean polynomial in n; recall that F and r are fixed.)
Let us address one possible objection straight away. Our strategy remembers the order in which edges were inserted into the graph G N , and it considers ordered subgraphs of G N to make its decisions. This might seem pointless at first glance -after all, once a copy of H is present in G N , why should it matter in which order π ∈ Π(E(H)) its edges appeared? The explanation is that in our approach the order π is not of interest per se, but conveniently encodes information about how a given copy of H overlaps with other copies of ordered graphs in G N . Presumably, there is a 'memoryless' strategy that does not remember the order in which edges appear, but we suspect that such a strategy would have to look more complicated.
More specifically, it is tempting to replace (7) by a recursion over unordered graphs and hope that the maximizing edge ordering emerges recursively. Our lower bound strategy can easily be adapted to rely on such a simplified recursion, and for many small examples the resulting lower bound will be the same as before. However, we cannot prove that such a simplified lower bound matches our general upper bound, and we believe that for the general case it is indeed necessary to take edge orderings into account as in (7).
1.4. Special case: Forests. Our threshold formulas can be simplified when the forbidden graph F is a forest. For any tree T we introduce the parameter e r * (T ), defined recursively by
Here the minimization is over all possible ways of removing one edge to divide T into two smaller trees T 1 , T 2 . Moreover, we extend (10) to forests F by setting e r * (F ) := max e r * (T ) | T is a component of F .
For the case of forests, Theorem 4 can be reformulated as follows:
Theorem 5. Let F be a fixed nonempty forest, and let r ≥ 2 be a fixed integer. Then the threshold for avoiding F in the generalized Achlioptas process with parameter r is
where e r * (F ) is defined in (10, 11) .
In particular, we obtain the next two corollaries. By P we denote the path with edges, and by K 1, the star with rays.
Corollary 6. For any ≥ 1 and r ≥ 2, the threshold for avoiding P in the generalized Achlioptas process with parameter r is N 0 (P , r, n) = n 1−1/e r * (P ) , where
and p = log 2 ( + 1) . In particular, if = 2 k − 1 for some integer k ≥ 1, then
Corollary 7. For any ≥ 1 and r ≥ 2, the threshold for avoiding K 1, in the generalized Achlioptas process with parameter r is N 0 (K 1, , r, n) = n 1−1/e r * (K 1, ) , where
From (12) and (13) we see that for fixed r ≥ 2 the parameter e r * (P ) grows polynomially in , while e r * (K 1, ) grows exponentially in . This is in contrast with Theorem 1, which gives a threshold of n 1−1/ for any tree on edges regardless of its structure.
1.5. Organization of this paper. Before proving our results, we give an informal outline of our approach and illustrate the combinatorial interpretation of our threshold formula with several examples (Section 2). In Sections 3 and 4 we then prove the lower and upper bound in Theorem 4, respectively. Our upper bound proof relies on a somewhat technical deterministic statement, which is proved in Section 5. In this section we also prove the equivalence of Theorems 3 and 4, and derive Theorem 5 for the special case of forests. Finally, we give some concluding remarks in Section 6.
The random r-matched graph approach
We begin by presenting the elementary result about random r-matched graphs that is at the heart of our approach. We then illustrate with several examples how this result is applied in our proofs, and try to convey some intuition for the resulting threshold formulas.
r is a family of disjoint r-sets of edges. For any r-matched graph H we use V (H) and K(H) to denote the set of vertices and the family of r-sets of H, and we denote the cardinality of these sets by v(H) and κ(H), respectively. Observe that subgraph containment, isomorphism and similar notions have natural extensions to r-matched graphs.
The generalized Achlioptas process can be described by r-matched graphs (G r (n, N )) 0≤N ≤( n 2 )/r , where G r (n, 0) = (V (K n ), ∅) and G r (n, N ) is obtained from G r (n, N − 1) by adding an r-set E N drawn uniformly at random from all edges in
, and our goal is to select one edge f N from each r-set E N immediately in such a way that G N = (V (K n ), {f 1 , . . . , f N }) does not contain a copy of F for as long as possible. Note that, by symmetry, G r (n, N ) is distributed like G n,m with m = rN if we ignore the partition into r-sets (and the order in which the edges appear).
By G r n,m we denote a random r-matched graph obtained by first generating a normal random graph G n,m and then choosing a random partition of its edge set into sets of size r uniformly at random (w.l.o.g. we assume that m is divisible by r). Again by symmetry, G r (n, N ) is distributed like G r n,m with m = rN if we take into account the partition into r-sets (but ignore the order in which those appear). As mentioned in the introduction, this allows us to analyze the process (G r (n, N )) 0≤N ≤( n 2 )/r by studying the 'static' object G r n,m . All our asymptotic results are with respect to n, the number of vertices of G r n,m or G N . We write
Theorem 1 generalizes to r-matched graphs as follows. 
where the maximization is over r-matched subgraphs H ⊆ F .
In our proofs we will need two related statements that are given by the following lemma.
Lemma 9. Let r ≥ 1 be a fixed integer, and let F be a fixed nonempty r-matched graph.
Proof. We only prove part i) of the lemma. Part ii) and Theorem 8 then follow analogously to the textbook first and second moment proof of Theorem 1 (see e.g. [5] or [10] ).
Let Aut(F ) denote the number of isomorphisms of F . There are
possible copies of F in K n , and each of them is present in G r n,m with probability (
Here the first term in the first line is the probability that all κ(F )r edges of a fixed copy of F are present, and the remaining terms are the probability that these edges are partitioned into r-sets in the right way.
For any r-matched graph H and 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2, let
Note that by Lemma 9 the expected number of copies of H in G r n,m with m = n 2−θ (for some 0 < θ < 2) is Θ(n µ r,θ (H) ), and that the threshold given by Theorem 8 can alternatively be written as n 2−θ , whereθ =θ(F, r) is the unique solution of min H⊆F µ r,θ (H)
Combinatorial interpretation of Theorem 3.
We now outline how the results from the previous section are applied in our approach. Our point of view in this section is mainly a lower bound perspective: how can we analyze the performance of a given edge selection strategy, and which strategies yield good lower bounds?
We start by discussing two examples for which the threshold was already found in [11] (cf. Theorem 2). Our approach via r-matched graphs allows us to interpret the density d r * (F ) as defined in (1) combinatorially. In this combinatorial interpretation, it then becomes quite apparent that the formula in Theorem 2 fails to capture several features of the general problem.
2.2.1. The gluing intuition. Consider the example F = K 4 and r = 3, and suppose we use the simplest strategy imaginable: In every step N , we select an arbitrary edge f N from E N that does not close a copy of F = K 4 if such an edge is available. We shall refer to this strategy as the naive strategy in the following. Then clearly we lose in step N if and only if every edge from E N would close copy of K 4 in G N . Typically this means that G r (n, N ) contains an r-matched subgraph H as shown on the left hand side of Figure 1 . (In all figures of this section, the dashed ovals indicate r-sets, and edges that were presented but not selected are drawn grey. Note that for many black edges the r − 1 grey partner edges are omitted since they are irrelevant in our considerations.) In some sense, the r-matched graph H captures a possible 'history of failure' for the naive strategy. Theorem 8 allows us to conclude that as long as N n 2−1/d(H) , where
H a.a.s. does not appear as a subgraph of G r n,rN , and that consequently we do not lose as shown in Figure 1 . (In general, it is possible that the three copies of F = K 4 overlap to some extent, giving rise to several more possible 'histories of failure'. However, we can argue in exactly the same way for each of them and obtain that none of these appears as long as N n 2−1/d(H) . For the rest of this section, we ignore this issue and focus on 'typical' histories only, i.e. those in which no overlappings occur.) Since d(H) = 16/8 = 2, it follows that the naive strategy 'survives' a.a.s. as long as N n 2−1/2 = n 3/2 . Theorem 2 asserts that this is indeed the threshold for this example.
Observe that the terms κ(H) and v(H) − 2(r − 1)κ(H) in the definition of d(H) have the following combinatorial interpretation: If we contract the r edges of each r-set of H into a single edge, we
e 2 e 2 Figure 1 . The gluing intuition.
obtain a graphH with exactly κ(H) edges and v(H) − 2(r − 1)κ(H) vertices (see Figure 1 ). We also refer to this as 'gluing together' the three copies of F = K 4 . Thus we have
whereH is the glued version of H.
Summarizing, the gluing intuition allowed us to analyze the naive strategy by constructing the associated history graph H and counting the edges and vertices of its glued versionH. As we shall see next, this approach also works for more complicated strategies.
2.2.2.
Maximization over subgraph sequences. For F = K 4 and r = 2 the naive strategy can be analyzed analogously: the glued versionH of the corresponding history graph (two copies of K 4 glued together at an edge) yields e(H)/v(H) = 11/6, and thus the lower bound guaranteed by the naive strategy is n 2−6/11 = n 16/11 . As it turns out, this is not optimal: A better strategy is to not only avoid copies of K 4 , but to also consider K 4 \ e a (lower-priority) threat. (Here K 4 \ e denotes the graph obtained by removing one edge from K 4 .) A 'typical' history graph H corresponding to this strategy is shown in Figure 1 (every copy of K 4 or K 4 \ e was closed because the strategy was forced to do so by a second copy of the same type). We obtain e(H)/v(H) = 19/10 > 11/6, i.e., this two-stage strategy is indeed better than the naive strategy. According to Theorem 2, this is best possible, i.e., n 2−10/19 = n 28/19 is in fact the threshold for this example.
Note that in this example the history of failure goes back two steps in time. In all our examples we indicate the order in which the last r-sets appeared by e 1 and e 2 , where e 1 denotes the last r-set and e 2 the r-sets that appeared just before e 1 .
Similarly we can analyze strategies that go over even more stages. As a result, determining the best strategy for a given graph F essentially corresponds to determining a sequence of subgraphs H 1 , . . . , H h ⊆ F that should be avoided. This is reflected by the maximizations in (4) and (5) . In fact, the numerator and denominator on the right hand side of (4) count exactly the number of Figure 2 . Maximization over subgraph sequences.
edges and vertices of the glued versionH of the history graph H corresponding to the sequence H 1 , . . . , H h . Note that the formalism allows to set H i = K 2 , which results in subgraph sequences that have strictly less than h relevant entries. For the examples F = K 4 and r = 3 or r = 2 discussed above, maximizing subgraph sequences are given by
Let F \ie denote any graph obtained by removing exactly i edges from F . The formula in Theorem 2 corresponds to the special case of (4) when
and thus c i = r i − r i−1 for 2 ≤ i ≤ s (note that the values c s+1 , . . . , c e(F ) are irrelevant). Observe that setting s = 1 yields the lower bound resulting from the naive strategy.
In general, a maximizing subgraph sequence may look different from (15) . Consider for instance the 'bow tie' graph depicted in Figure 2 . Here the maximizing sequence is
, yielding m r * (F ) = 15/10 (and hence a threshold of n 2−10/15 = n 4/3 ), whereas (2) evaluates to the wrong value m r * (F ) = d r * (F ) = max{11/8, 19/14, . . . } = 11/8 (cf. Figure 2 ).
2.2.3.
Minimization over edge orderings. An essential feature of the problem that is out of control of a strategy is the order in which the edges arrive to close certain substructures. We illustrate this with the example shown in Figure 3 . Suppose our strategy is as follows: avoid copies of F with high priority, and copies of C 3 and C 4 with lower priority. Then there are two 'typical' ways of losing: either we lose because we first closed copies of C 4 and then a copy of F (H 1 = F , H 2 = C 4 ), or because we first closed copies of C 3 and then a copy of F (H 1 = F , H 2 = C 3 ). Since we lose as soon as either one of these scenarios occurs, the resulting lower bound is given by the minimum of the two values 19/14 and 17/12 (cf. Figure 3) . Figure 3 . Minimization over edge orderings.
e 2 e 2 e 3 e 3 Figure 4 . A non-nested maximizing subgraph sequence (for a minimizing edge-ordering). This is reflected by the minimization over all edge orderings π ∈ Π(E(F )) in (5). In general, different edge orderings of F yield different maximizing subgraph sequences, cf. (4) . Note that an optimal strategy cannot just focus on the most dangerous ordering, but will have to take care of all orderings (i.e. all possible ways of losing) simultaneously.
2.2.4.
Non-nested maximizing subgraph sequences. In general, a subgraph sequence H 1 , . . . , H h ⊆ F that maximizes the fraction on the right hand side of (4) is not necessarily a sequence of nested graphs. An example for this is presented in Figure 4 . Figure 5 . Paths and stars.
2.2.5. Trees. Let us point out one last phenomenon, which is particularly important for sparse graphs like trees: It is possible that F does not grow step by step as in the previous examples, but is obtained from several components that first evolve separately and only grow together later in the process. This is illustrated in Figure 5 to the left, where the last black edge connects two P 3 's that have evolved independently before.
In general, if the forbidden graph F is a tree, then the glued versionH of a 'typical' r-matched history graph H is a tree as well, satisfying v(H) = e(H) + 1 (cf. Figure 5 ). The formula in Theorem 5 is the result of directly considering e r * (F ) = e(H) instead of m r * (F ) = e r * (F )/(e r * (F ) + 1).
Equivalence of Theorem 3 and Theorem 4.
We conclude this section by pointing out more explicitly the connection between the two formulations of our main result, and by elaborating on the advantages the alternative viewpoint taken in Theorem 4 offers.
In the above examples, our goal was to find strategies that guaranteed that F appeared as late as possible in the Achlioptas process. This boiled down to maximizing d(H) = e(H)/v(H), which essentially corresponded to maximizing H 1 , . . . , H h in (4) and (5).
Suppose now that instead we want to minimize the number of copies of F after exactly N = n 2−θ steps of the process, for some fixed 0 < θ < 2. In this setting we can evaluate the performance of a given strategy quite similarly to before, except that now we have to minimize the expected number of copies of some history graph H in G r (n, N ) (instead of maximizing d(H)). By Lemma 9 and the definition in (14) , this expectation is of order
where, using the gluing intuition, the exponent µ r,θ (H) can be written as
So rather than maximizing the ratio e(H)/v(H) we now minimize the linear function v(H) − e(H) · θ for some fixed 0 < θ < 2. If the fixed parameter θ is such that µ r,θ (H) ≤ 0, then for N n 2−θ the history graph H a.a.s. does not appear in G r (n, N ) by Markov's inequality. By the same arguments as before, this implies that no copy of F is closed in the first N steps, and the smallest θ (corresponding to the largest N = n 2−θ ) for which we can argue like this is of course θ * as defined in Theorem 4.
The big advantage of this slightly roundabout way of carrying out the same arguments as in Section 2.2 is that the problem of minimizing subgraph counts for some fixed N = n 2−θ has a recursive structure. In particular, for 0 < θ < 2 fixed, a sequence H 1 , . . . , H h ⊆ F minimizing µ r,θ (H) of the associated history graph H can be found recursively (instead of by an unwieldy global optimization as in (4)). This leads to the recursive definition of the parameter λ r,θ (H, π) in (7), which determines our general lower bound strategy.
Lower bound
and all ordered graphs ( J, π), π = ( e 1 , . . . , e j ), in the family (16) satisfy
Proof. As the family F is closed under taking subgraphs, the inner minimization on the right hand side of
= min
can be dropped. Rearranging terms yields min
where the minimum is attained by the same graphs on both sides. Both (16) and (17) follow.
3.2. Lower bound proof. We give a more formal description of the edge selection strategy outlined in the introduction. Let r ≥ 2 and 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2 be arbitrary but fixed (in the proof of the lower bound in Theorem 4 given below we will set θ := θ * (F, r), but the strategy is defined for arbitrary θ). By saying that an edge f ∈ E N closes a copy of (H, π) ∈ S(F ) we mean that f completes a copy of (H \ e 1 , π \ e 1 ) in G N −1 to a copy of (H, π) in G N (where e 1 is the first edge of π). In step N of the Achlioptas process, we calculate for each edge f ∈ E N the value
and select f N as the edge for which this value is maximal.
Ties are broken according to the following rule: Consider the directed graph G = G(F ) with vertex set S(F ) and arcs given by proper (ordered) subgraph inclusion; i.e., from every vertex (H, π) there are arcs to all vertices (J, π| J ) with J H. Clearly, G contains no directed cycles. We extend G to a graph G = G (F, r, θ) by first connecting every pair of distinct vertices (H 1 , π 1 ), (H 2 , π 2 ) for which λ r,θ (H 1 , π 1 ) = λ r,θ (H 2 , π 2 ) with an (undirected) edge, and then orienting these additional edges in such a way that the directed graph G remains acyclic. (It is easy to see that this is always possible.) Note that for every fixed λ 0 ∈ R this yields a total ordering on all graphs (H, π) with λ r,θ (H, π) = λ 0 . We say that (H 1 , π 1 ) is higher than (H 2 , π 2 ) in this ordering if the corresponding arc in G is directed from (H 1 , π 1 ) to (H 2 , π 2 ). Our strategy breaks ties according to this ordering: Whenever we have the choice between different edges with the same value d(f ), then for each such edge f we consider the set of ordered graphs
and, among these, we let J(f ) ∈ J (f ) denote the graph which is lowest in the total ordering for λ 0 := d(f ). Then we select the edge f for which J(f ) is highest in the total ordering for λ 0 .
A careful analysis of this strategy along the lines of our informal considerations in Section 2 yields the following lemma. Note that its statement is purely deterministic and holds even if the r edges presented in each step of the Achlioptas process are selected by an adversary.
Lemma 11. Let r ≥ 2 be an integer and 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2 be fixed. Following the above edge selection strategy ensures that the following invariant is maintained throughout for some v max = v max (F, r, θ):
The graph G r (n, N ) contains an r-matched subgraph K with v(K ) ≤ v max and
or for every (H, π) ∈ S(F ) we have that every copy of (H, π) in G N is contained in an r-matched subgraph H of G r (n, N ) with v(H ) ≤ v max and
where λ r,θ () and µ r,θ () are defined in (7) and (14), respectively.
With Lemma 11 in hand, the proof of the lower bound in Theorem 4 is straightforward.
Proof of Theorem 4 (lower bound). Let θ * = θ * (F, r) be defined as in the theorem. We show that the above edge selection strategy with θ := θ * a.a.s. avoids F as long as N N 0 (F, r, n) = n 2−θ * .
By the definition of θ * (cf. (8) and (9) 
This yields a family W = W(F, π, r) of r-matched graphs W satisfying µ r,θ * (W ) ≤ 0 and v(W ) ≤ v max such that, deterministically, G r (n, N ) contains a graph from W if G N contains a copy of (F, π) (and hence also a copy of (H, σ)). It follows that G r (n, N ) contains a graph from W * = W * (F, r) := π∈Π(E(F )) W(F, π, r) if G N contains a copy of F . Moreover, since no graph in W * has more than v max (F, r, θ * (F, r) ) vertices, the size of W * is bounded by a constant only depending on F and r. Thus by Lemma 9, the definition of µ r,θ * () in (14) , and the fact that µ r,θ * (W ) ≤ 0 for all W ∈ W * , the expected number of copies of graphs from W * in G r (n, N ) with N n 2−θ * is of order
It follows with Markov's inequality that a.a.s. G r (n, N ) contains no graph from W * . Consequently, a.a.s. G N contains no copy of F .
It remains to prove Lemma 11. It is not too hard to prove by induction on N that our strategy and the recursive definition of λ r,θ (H, π) in (7) guarantee the existence of K satisfying (20) or H satisfying (21) (cf. (39) below). The more difficult part is to guarantee that K or H does not become arbitrarily large. This requires some rather technical work, and is also the point where the tie-breaking rule introduced above comes into play. Figure 6 . Notations used in the proof of Lemma 11. The arcs of T (H ) drawn grey are either grey or red in the proof.
Proof of Lemma 11. To simplify notation, we drop subscripts and write λ = λ r,θ and µ = µ r,θ in the following. For the reader's convenience, Figure 6 illustrates the notations used throughout the proof. For the first part of the argument, only the top part of Figure 6 is relevant.
We proceed by induction on N , showing that the statement about graphs (H, π) ∈ S(F ) is true for as long as G r (n, N ) does not contain an r-matched subgraph K with v(K ) ≤ v max satisfying (20). Note that the statement holds trivially if H has no edges: For any copy of (H, π) in G N we define H to be exactly this copy, yielding µ(H ) = v(H) = λ(H, π) and v(H ) = v(H) ≤ v max . This also takes care of the induction base N = 0.
Let E N =: {f 1 , . . . , f r }, and assume w.l.o.g. that f 1 is the edge f N that gets selected by our strategy. Furthermore, fix some ordered graph (H, π) ∈ S(F ) with e(H) ≥ 1, and assume that f 1 completes a copy of (H \ē 1 , π \ē 1 ) to a copy of (H, π) in G N (whereē 1 is the first edge of π). By induction, this copy is contained in an r-matched graph
and
By the definition of our strategy, the edges f i would have closed copies of some ordered graphs
(cf. (18)) and
Let J be some graph from arg min J⊆H:ē 1 ∈J λ(J \ē 1 , π| J\ē 1 ), and note that f 1 also completed a copy of ( J \ē 1 , π| J\ē 1 ) to a copy of ( J, π| J ), implying that
(note that (J 1 , π 1 ) and ( J, π| J ) might actually be the same graph). Combining (26), (27) and (28) yields
(29) Applying Lemma 10 to the families F i = {(J, σ) ∈ S(F ) | f i closes a copy of (J, σ)}, 1 ≤ i ≤ r, and F = {(J, π| J ) | J ⊆ H ∧ē 1 ∈ J} yields that the transformation (17) holds for both (J i , π i ), 1 ≤ i ≤ r, and ( J, π| J ). Thus it follows from inequality (29) that
(With slight abuse of notation, we write (J i \ e 1 , π i \ e 1 ) and tacitly assume that the variable e 1 represents the first edge of π i , adapting to the context.) By induction, the copies of the graphs (J i \ e 1 , π i \ e 1 ) that were completed by the edges f i to copies of (J i , π i ), 2 ≤ i ≤ r, are contained in r-matched graphs
Recall that H 1 = (V 1 , K 1 ) is the r-matched graph containing the copy of (H \ē 1 , π \ē 1 ) that was completed by f 1 = f N to the copy of (H, π) ∈ S(F ) we are considering. If µ(H 1 ) < 0 or µ(J i ) < 0 for some 2 ≤ i ≤ r, then we have found an r-matched graph K with µ(K ) < 0 and v(K ) ≤ v max (cf. (25) and (32)). Otherwise we have µ(H 1 ) ≥ 0 and µ(J i ) ≥ 0 for all 2 ≤ i ≤ r. We will argue later that this implies even stronger bounds on the number of vertices of H 1 and J i , namely
We define the r-matched graph
Furthermore, we define for 2 ≤ i ≤ r the r-matched graphs
Standard inductive arguments yield
From (33) and (35) we conclude that v(K i ) ≤ v max /r ≤ v max , 2 ≤ i ≤ r. Therefore, if µ(K i ) < 0 for some 2 ≤ i ≤ r, then we have found an r-matched graph K with µ(K ) < 0 and v(K ) ≤ v max .
Otherwise we have
(38) Combining our previous observations we obtain that µ(H ) (14) ,(36),(37)
= λ(H, π) ,
which proves (21). From (33) and (34) we conclude that v(H ) ≤ v max .
It remains to show (33), i.e. that for every r-matched graph H as defined in (34) with µ(H
In the above argument we constructed the r-matched graph H containing the copy of (H, π) inductively from the r-matched graph H 1 containing the copy of (H \ē 1 , π \ē 1 ) and the r-matched graphs J i containing the copies of (J i \ e 1 , π i \ e 1 ), 2 ≤ i ≤ r. We associate this inductive construction with an edge-colored directed rooted tree T (H ) as follows (cf. Figure 6 ): The vertices of T (H ) correspond to copies of graphs from S(F ) in G N (the same copy may appear as a vertex multiple times). If H has no edges (recall that in this case H is empty as well), T (H ) consists only of this copy of (H, π) as an isolated vertex. Otherwise T (H ) consists of the copy of (H, π) as the root vertex joined to r subtrees, T (H 1 ) and T (J i ) for all 2 ≤ i ≤ r, where T (H 1 ) is connected to the root by a black arc, and every T (J i ) is connected to the root by an arc that is either grey or red according to the following criterion: Each such arc corresponds to an instance of the inequalities in (29) somewhere along the induction. The arc is grey if both these inequalities are tight, i.e., λ(J i , π i ) = λ( J, π| J ), and red if at least one of them is strict, i.e., λ(J i , π i ) < λ( J, π| J ). All arcs are oriented away from the root. Note that the tree T (H ) captures only the logical structure of the inductive history of H . Overlappings (captured by the graphs K i , 2 ≤ i ≤ r) are completely neglected.
Every red arc of T (H ) corresponds to a strict inequality in (29). In this case, as a consequence of (17), inequality (30) (and thus also (31)) is strict as well, with a difference of at least ε between the right and the left hand side (cf. (22)). Consequently, each red arc contributes a term of −ε to the right hand side of (39) in the corresponding induction step. Accumulating these terms along the induction yields that
where (H ) denotes the number of red arcs in T (H ).
Note that λ(H, π) ≤ v(F ) for all (H, π) ∈ S(F ). Thus if µ(H ) ≥ 0, then by (40) the tree T (H ) has at most λ(H, π)/ε ≤ v(F )/ε many red arcs. We will show that, due to our tie-breaking rule involving the auxiliary graph G , this bound on the number of red arcs implies the claimed bound of v max /r on the number of vertices of H . To that end, we first show that if two vertices of T (H 1 ) are connected by a (directed, i.e. descending) path P that contains no red arcs, then these two vertices correspond to copies of different ordered graphs (H 1 , π 1 ), (H 2 , π 2 ) ∈ S(F ).
Observe that if both inequalities in (29) are tight for some 2 ≤ i ≤ r (i.e., the corresponding arc is grey), then by our tie-breaking rule there is an arc from ( J, π| J ) to (J 1 , π 1 ) and an arc from (J 1 , π 1 ) to (J i , π i ) in the auxiliary graph G (unless ( J, π| J ) = (J 1 , π 1 ) or (J 1 , π 1 ) = (J i , π i ) of course). Here we assume w.l.o.g. that for 1 ≤ i ≤ r, (J i , π i ) is lowest among all graphs in J (f i ) with respect to the total ordering given by G , cf. (19) .
Using this observation we can associate the path P with a directed walk P (of possibly different length) in G as follows: The initial vertex of P is (H 1 , π 1 ) . For each black arc on P from a copy of some (H, π) ∈ S(F ) to a copy of (H \ē 1 , π \ē 1 ) we extend P by an arc from (H, π) to (H \ē 1 , π \ē 1 ). For each grey arc on P from a copy of some (H, π) ∈ S(F ) to a copy of some (J i \ e 1 , π i \ e 1 ) ∈ S(F ) for some 2 ≤ i ≤ r we extend P by up to four arcs, from (H, π) to ( J, π| J ), from there to (J 1 , π 1 ), from there to (J i , π i ) and from there to (J i \ e 1 , π i \ e 1 ) (if some of these graphs happen to be the same, then the extension is less than four arcs long). By the definition of the graph G and our tie-breaking rule, all these arcs exist in G . Proceeding in this manner we obtain a directed walk P in G from (H 1 , π 1 ) to (H 2 , π 2 ). As G is acyclic we must have (H 1 , π 1 ) = (H 2 , π 2 ).
It follows that a (directed) path in T (H ) that contains no red arcs has at most |S(F )| vertices. Since in total there are at most v(F )/ε many red arcs in T (H ), it follows that the depth of T (H ) is bounded by
and that consequently
Observing that every vertex of T (H ) corresponds to at most v(F ) vertices of H , we finally obtain that
This justifies (33) and concludes the proof.
Upper bound

Preliminaries.
A grey-black r-matched graph is a triple H = (V, K, B) such that (V, K) is an r-matched graph, and B is an edge set containing exactly one edge from every r-set in K. The |K| many edges in B are considered black, and the remaining |K| · (r − 1) edges are considered grey. For any grey-black r-matched graph H we use V (H), K(H) and B(H) to denote the set of vertices, the family of r-sets and the set of black edges of H, respectively. We sometimes ignore the coloring and tacitly identify H with the underlying r-matched graph (V (H), K(H)).
We may naturally interpret the edge that is selected in each step of the Achlioptas process as being colored black, and the r − 1 edges that are discarded as being colored grey. More formally, we denote by G N the grey-black r-matched graph (V (K n ), {E 1 , . . . , E N }, {f 1 , . . . , f N }), i.e., the grey-black version of G r (n, N ) in which exactly the edges of G N are colored black.
For any natural number t and any (grey-black r-matched) graph H we denote by t · H the disjoint union of t copies of H. The following definition is illustrated in Figure 7 for the case r = 2.
Definition 12. For any integer r ≥ 2 and any ordered graph (F, π), π = (e 1 , . . . , e f ), we define the grey-black r-matched graph F π r , and a distinguished black copy of the (ordered) graph (F, π) in F π r , referred to as the central copy of (F, π) in F π r , recursively as follows: • If F has no edges, we set F π r := F and call this the central copy of (F, π) in F π r . Figure 7 . Construction of F π r for the case r = 2. We use the abbreviation F i− := F \ {e 1 , . . . , e i }, where π = (e 1 , . . . , e f ). A label of F i− indicates that the corresponding black edges form an (ordered) copy of F i− . Note that each of the two copies H 1 , H 2 of (F \ e 1 )
(indicated by dashed lines) is formed by two copies of
(indicated by dotted lines), and so on.
• Otherwise, F π r is obtained as follows:
, and let K = {f 1 , . . . , f r } be an r-set of edges such that for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r the edge f i completes the central copy of (F \ e 1 , π \ e 1 ) in H i to a copy of (F, π). We define
and define the central copy of (F, π) in F π r to be the copy that is formed by the central copy of (F \ e 1 , π \ e 1 ) in H 1 and the black edge f 1 .
We refer to the r-set K added in the recursive step as the central r-set in F π r .
Note that even though ordered graphs are used in the above construction, F π r is considered an unordered (grey-black r-matched) graph.
As it turns out, the threshold given by Theorem 3 and Theorem 4 is in fact the threshold for the appearance of the r-matched graph F π r corresponding to the 'most dangerous' π ∈ Π(E(F )) in G r n,m (or G r (n, N )), as given by Theorem 8. In other words, we have
In essence, our upper bound proof relies on the same variance calculations that are used in the proof of Theorem 8 (or Theorem 1). However, in order to be able to control which edges will be colored black during the process, we shall do this variance calculation in e(F ) rounds, each round corresponding to one step of the recursive definition of F π r . We shall show that if the number of steps N in the Achlioptas process is such that N n 2−θ , where θ = θ (F, π, r) is defined in (41) below, then a.a.s. a copy of the ordered graph (F, π) will be created in G N , regardless of the edge selection strategy employed. The upper bound in Theorem 4 then follows immediately by considering an optimal edge ordering π ∈ Π(E(F )), i.e., one that yields the lowest possible upper bound (cf. (8)). The next lemma essentially states that for N n 2−θ , the expected number of copies of any subgraph J ⊆ F π r in G r (n, N ) is ω(1). This is exactly what is needed for the mentioned variance calculation to work out. The proof of Lemma 13 is quite technical and deferred to Section 5.
Lemma 13. Let r ≥ 2 be an integer, and let (F, π) be a nonempty ordered graph. Let F π r be as in Definition 12, and let θ = θ (F, π, r) be the unique solution of
where λ r,θ () is defined in (7). Then every r-matched
where µ r,θ () is defined in (14).
Upper bound proof.
We extend the notion of induced subgraph containment to r-matched graphs. Let G be an r-matched graph and H a subgraph of G. We say that H is an induced subgraph of G if the two endvertices of any edge in any r-set in K(G) \ K(H) are not both in V (H) (i.e., if the underlying unmatched graph of H is an induced subgraph of the underlying unmatched graph of G).
The upper bound in Theorem 4 is a straightforward consequence of the next lemma. Recall that G N denotes the grey-black version of G r (n, N ) in which exactly the edges of G N are colored black.
Lemma 14. Let r ≥ 2 be an integer, and let (F, π) be a nonempty ordered graph. Let t ≥ 1 be an integer, and let F π r := t · F π r , where F π r is as in Definition 12. If n 2 N n 2−θ , where θ = θ (F, π, r) is the unique solution of
and λ r,θ () is defined in (7), then a.a.s. the number of induced copies of F π r in G N is of order
regardless of the edge selection strategy employed.
Note that the order of magnitude of the number of induced copies of F π r guaranteed by Lemma 14 is the order of magnitude of the expected number of (uncolored) copies of F π r in G r (n, N ) and hence best possible, cf. Lemma 9.
Proof of Theorem 4 (upper bound). We show that if N N 0 (F, r, n) = n 2−θ * , then a.a.s. G N contains a black copy of F , regardless of the edge selection strategy employed. Let π ∈ Π(E(F )) be an edge ordering that maximizes the right hand side of (8) for θ = θ * , such that θ * (F, r) = θ (F, π, r) for θ as in Lemma 13 and Lemma 14. By Lemma 14 (applied with t = 1), the definition of µ r,θ * () in (14) , and Lemma 13, a.a.s. the number of (induced) copies of F π r in G N with n 2 N n 2−θ * is of order
Thus G N contains at least one black copy of F (the central copy of (F, π) in any copy of F π r ), regardless of the edge selection strategy employed.
It remains to prove Lemma 14. For the rest of this section, we assume that r ≥ 2 is fixed, and drop the corresponding subscript from F π r . Moreover, we abbreviate F \ e 1 by F − , π \ e 1 by π − , and (F \ e 1 ) π\e 1 by F π − . The proof of Lemma 14 proceeds by induction on e(F ). Essentially, the induction step consists in proving that a.a.s. the right number of copies of r · F π − evolve into copies of F π , i.e., that the right number of r-sets presented in the process are such that all r edges complete the central copy of (F − , π − ) in some copy of F π − to a copy of (F, π). By Definition 12 and the fact that one of these edges needs to be colored black in G N , this creates a copy of F π regardless of the edge selection strategy used.
To ensure that we have enough disjoint copies of F π in the next induction step, we carry out this argument t times in parallel, showing that the right number of copies of
Furthermore, we need these copies to be induced since by our definition of the process, every edge gets presented at most once, so edges that appear 'too early' might spoil our argument.
Proof of Lemma 14. We proceed by induction on e(F ). Even though the preconditions of the lemma exclude graphs with no edges, the conclusion of the lemma also holds in this case: If F is empty, then G N contains Θ(n v(t·F π ) ) = Θ(n t·v(F ) ) induced copies of t · F π = t · F for any n 2 N ≥ 0. This serves as our induction basis. For the induction step we employ a two-round approach. That is, we divide the process into two rounds of equal length N/2 and analyze these two rounds separately. Specifically, we apply the induction hypothesis and some known facts about G r n,m to the first round and then show by a variance calculation that, conditional on a 'good' first round, in the second round the claimed number of copies of F π are created.
Recall that F π − = tr · F π − , and note that
(cf. Definition 12). Let M denote the number of induced copies of F π − in G N/2 . Due to θ (F − , π − , r) ≥ θ (F, π, r) (recall that λ r,θ (H) is decreasing in θ for r and H fixed), the induction hypothesis is applicable and yields (with t ← tr) that a.a.s.
We label these copies F π −i , 1 ≤ i ≤ M . For a given copy F π −i , consider the tr copies of F π − , and, for each of these, fix a non-edge that completes the central copy of (F − , π − ) to a copy of (F, π). Call the set of all these non-edges T i . Furthermore, fix an arbitrary partition K i of T i into sets of size exactly r. Thus for all i we have |T i | = tr and |K i | = t.
For 1 ≤ i ≤ M , let Z i be the indicator variable for the event that the t many r-sets of K i are revealed during the second round of the Achlioptas process, and that no other edge of
appears in the second round. Let
We shall prove by the methods of first and second moment that a.a.s.
Note that this implies that a.a.s. this many copies of F π − evolve into induced copies of F π , regardless of the edge selection strategy used.
The probability that all edges of T i are present is of order (N n −2 ) tr , the probability that they are partitioned as required is of order (N −(r−1) ) t (cf. the proof of Lemma 9), and, due to the assumption N n 2 , the requirement that no other edges of
appear contributes only a factor of Θ(1). Thus we have
and, conditioning on the first round satisfying (44),
To calculate the variance consider two copies F π −i , F π −j and the corresponding sets T i , T j . In order for Z i and Z j to be equal to one simultaneously, we need to have that K i ∩ K j is a partition of T i ∩ T j into sets of size exactly r. We denote by I ⊆ {1, . . . , M } 2 the set of pairs (i, j) for which this is the case and for which moreover t ij := |K i ∩ K j | ≥ 1. We obtain similarly to (46) that
As for pairs with t ij = 0 the variables Z i and Z j are negatively correlated (for any N n 2 ), such pairs can be omitted, and we have
We split this sum with respect to the type of intersection. For any r-matched subgraph J ⊆ F π , let 0 ≤ t J ≤ t denote its number of central r-sets, and let J − ⊆ F π − denote the r-matched graph obtained by removing these t J central r-sets from J . Note that t J is not a function of the isomorphism class of J ⊆ F π , but depends on the precise position of J in F π . For this reason, in the following we distinguish between different subgraphs J ⊆ F π that are isomorphic to each other.
For i = 1, . . . , M , let F π i denote the copy of F π formed by F π −i and the r-sets of K i , and for (i, j) ∈ I, let J ij ⊆ F π denote the r-matched subgraph formed by F π i ∩ F π j in F π i . Note that t ij = t J ij . For any r-matched subgraph J ⊆ F π , let M J denote the number of pairs (i, j) ∈ I with J ij = J . Note that M J is bounded by some constant C = C(F, r, t) times the number M J of copies of
, where by F π − ∪ J − F π − we denote an arbitrary (uncolored) r-matched graph formed by two copies of F π − that intersect in a copy of J − . We only have to consider nonempty graphs J ⊆ F π due to t ij ≥ 1 for all (i, j) ∈ I. Splitting such a J into t disjoint subgraphs J 1 , . . . , J t such that J k ⊆ F π , 1 ≤ k ≤ t, and using that N n 2−θ , we obtain with the definition of µ r,θ () in (14) and Lemma 13 that
Moreover, due to v(J ) = v(J − ) and κ(J ) = κ(J − ) + t J we have
Thus by Lemma 9, the expected number of copies of
and Markov's inequality implies that
a.a.s. As moreover the number of r-matched subgraphs J ⊆ F π is a constant depending only on F , r and t, a.a.s. (51) holds for all J simultaneously.
Chebyshev's inequality now yields that a.a.s. the second round satisfies (45), which, as discussed, implies that there is at least the claimed number of induced copies of F π in G N . As already mentioned, it follows from the second part of Lemma 9 that a.a.s. there are not more copies than that.
Proofs of technical lemmas
In this section we prove the remaining open claims. We begin by deriving Theorem 3 from Theorem 4. Reusing some of the arguments from that proof, we then show Lemma 13. Lastly, we deduce Theorem 5 from Theorem 4.
5.1. Proof of Theorem 3 and Lemma 13. Theorem 3 is an immediate consequence of the next lemma.
Lemma 15. For any nonempty graph F and any integer r ≥ 2, m r * (F ) as defined in Theorem 3 and θ * (F, r) as in Theorem 4 satisfy m r * (F ) = 1 θ * (F, r) .
Proof. For any nonempty ordered graph (F, π), set
(cf. the maximizations in (4) and (5)). For all H ∈ H(F, π) we define
where the coefficients c i = c i ( H, r) are defined in (3). Furthermore, we set
Note that
= max
where θ (F, r) is the unique solution of
Thus by (5) and (8), to prove the lemma it suffices to show that for any nonempty ordered graph (F, π) and any r ≥ 2 and 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2 we have
In the remainder of the proof we will show (55). To simplify notation we consider r and θ fixed and drop all corresponding sub-and superscripts. Furthermore, in the following definitions we write e, v, µ where in principle we should write
, since all these quantities depend on the ordering σ ∈ Π(E(H 1 )).
We claim that e * ( H) and v * ( H) as defined in (53) can be written as
where for 1 ≤ i ≤ h the values e(H i , . . . , H h ) and v(H i , . . . , H h ) are recursively defined by
This can be checked by induction, noting that for 1 ≤ k ≤ h we have
which for k = h is equivalent to (53) and for k = 1 is equivalent to (56). Combining (56, 57) via (54) also yields that
where
It follows that for any fixed subgraph H 1 ⊆ F and π| H 1 = σ = (e 1 , . . . , e h ) the following holds: For 1 ≤ i ≤ h and any graph H i ⊆ H 1 \ {e 1 , . . . , e i−1 } with e i ∈ H i , the value
can be calculated recursively via
In the following we simplify this recursion step by step with the goal of relating it to λ() as defined in (7) 
Let H 2 , . . . , H h ⊆ H 1 be graphs minimizing µ(H 1 , H 2 , . . . , H h ) such that every H i is inclusionmaximal, and assume for the sake of contradiction that there exist indices 2 ≤ i < j with e j ∈ H i but H j H i . Our choice of H 2 , . . . , H h implies that for
where the first inequality is strict because we assumed H i to be inclusion-maximal. However, plugging in the definition (59) yields that both terms are exactly
which is a contradiction. Thus we may assume w.l.o.g. that (62) holds, and in the recursion (61) it suffices to minimize over graphs H j ∈ H i \{e i , . . . , e j−1 } (instead over graphs H j ∈ H 1 \{e 1 , . . . , e j−1 }).
Observe that the context (H 1 , σ) is now irrelevant and that only σ| H i , the induced order on the edges of H i , is required on the right hand side of (61). Thus by setting
and changing notations accordingly, we obtain the 'context-free' recursion
Furthermore, we can get rid of the big sum noting that (64) is equivalent to
Moreover, we assume that J contains at least one r-set, since the claim holds trivially if κ(J) = 0 (cf. (14) ). Due to (7) we may also assume that the minimization in (41) is over nonempty subgraphs H ⊆ F . Hence it suffices to show that for any integer r ≥ 2 and any 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2 we have
For the rest of the proof we consider r and θ fixed and drop all corresponding subscripts. Let π =: (e 1 , . . . , e f ) and observe that by the recursive structure of F π , for any 0 ≤ i ≤ f there are r i copies of (F i− ) π i− contained in F π , where F i− := F \ {e 1 , . . . , e i } and π i− := π| F i− . Let J be a nonempty connected subgraph of F π , and let 0 ≤ i ≤ f − 1 be the largest index such that J is also contained in a copy of (F i− ) π i− in F π . Then, by the maximal choice of i and the connectedness of J, the graph J contains the central r-set of this copy (cf. Figure 7) . Thus (69) can be written equivalently as
where we use K(e i+1 ) ∈ J as a shorthand notation to indicate that J contains the central r-set K(e i+1 ) of (F i− ) π i− . We now show that the inner minimizations in (70) are equivalent. By changing variables (F ← F i− and π ← π i− ) this reduces to showing that for any nonempty ordered graph (F, π), π = (e 1 , . . . , e f ), we have
For any r-matched graph H we refer to a subgraph J ⊆ H that minimizes µ(J) as a rarest subgraph of H. Let H be an r-matched graph with an r-set K ∈ K(H) such that H \ K consists of r disjoint subgraphs H 1 , . . . , H r , each of which contains exactly the two endvertices of one of the edges from K (we refer to these two vertices as the attachment vertices of the corresponding subgraph). By the linearity of µ(H) in v(H) and κ(H) (cf. (14)), a rarest connected subgraph of H containing the r-set K can be found by determining a rarest connected subgraph of H i that contains the attachment vertices of H i for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r, and taking the union of all these rarest subgraphs together with the r-set K. Using this general fact and exploiting the recursive structure of F π (cf. Definition 12 and Figure 7) , we can determine a rarest subgraph of F π that is connected and contains the central r-set recursively ('outside-in' in Figure 7 ) as follows.
By ( F i− ) π i− we denote any copy of (F i− ) π i− in F π . Moreover, F i− denotes the central copy of
, and e i denotes the edge of F π that completes F i− to a copy of (F (i−1)− , π (i−1)− ).
For i = f, f − 1, . . . , 1, we determine a rarest subgraph J i ⊆ ( F i− ) π i− containing the two endvertices of e i (which play the role of attachment vertices) by determining an optimal choice of H i := (J i ∩ F i− ) ∪ { e i }. By recursion, for each (black) edge e j that can be included into H i , i + 1 ≤ j ≤ f , and for each of the r − 1 grey edges e j in the same r-set as e j , we already know the µ()-value of a rarest subgraph J j ⊆ ( F j− ) π j− (in the 'branch' of F π corresponding to e j ) containing the endvertices of e j . For i + 1 ≤ j ≤ f , let J j denote such a rarest subgraph. Since the graph J i resulting from choosing H i contains exactly v(H i ) vertices and e(H i ) − 1 many r-sets not contained in any of the graphs J j , i + 1 ≤ j ≤ f , we have µ(J i ) (14) = v(H i ) − (e(H i ) − 1) · (2(r − 1) + θ) + 
In the following we denote by T (F ) the set of connected components of a forest F (these components are trees). For convenience we use the parameter α = θ − 1.
Lemma 17. For any ordered forest (F, π), π = (e 1 , . . . , e f ), and any 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 we have
where λ 1+α,r () and e r * () are defined in (7) and (75, 76), respectively. Moreover, if 1−αe r * (F, π) ≥ 0, then (79) holds with equality.
Proof. We proceed by induction on e(F ). If e(F ) = 0 the claim trivially holds as λ 1+α,r (F, π ∅ )
= v(F ) = T ∈T (F )
1 − αe r * (T, π ∅ ) .
For the induction step we denote by T (e 1 ) ∈ T (F ) the component that contains the edge e 1 and by T 1 and T 2 the two smaller trees obtained from T (e 1 ) by removing the edge e 1 . We have λ 1+α,r (F, π)
= λ 1+α,r (F \ e 1 , π \ e 1 ) − (1 + α) + (r − 1) · min 1 − αe r * (T, π| T ) , which proves the first part of the lemma.
For the second part we show that if 1−αe r * (F, π) ≥ 0, then both inequalities in the above calculation are in fact equalities. Note that due to (78) we also have 1 − αe r * (F \ e 1 , π \ e 1 ) ≥ 0, which by induction implies equality in (80). To show equality in (81), we show that the minimum in (80) is attained for J = T (e 1 ). Similarly to above it follows from (78) that for any subtree T ⊆ F we have 1 − αe r * (T, π| T ) ≥ 0. Hence there is a forest J ⊆ F minimizing (1 − αe r * (T, π| T ))
for which J \ e 1 contains exactly two components, one for each endvertex of e 1 . Again by (78) we may assume that these are chosen as large as possible, which implies that indeed the minimum is attained for J = T (e 1 ), yielding equality in (81).
Proof of Lemma 16. Setting α := 1/e r * (F ), we need to prove that Λ 1+α,r (F ) (8) = max π∈Π(E(F )) min H⊆F λ 1+α,r (H, π| H ) = 0 .
• If F is a forest, the threshold given by Theorem 5 is also achieved by the following simpler strategy: In step N of the Achlioptas process, calculate for each edge f ∈ E N the value d (f ) := max e r * (T ) | T is a tree ∧ f closes a copy of T , and select f N as the edge for which this value is minimal (compare this to (18)). Ties can be broken arbitrarily, and edge orderings can be ignored. Thus for the case of forests there is indeed a simple memoryless strategy, cf. the remarks in Section 1.3. Moreover, this strategy is universal in the sense that it does not depend on the specific forest that should be avoided. These simplifications rely on the facts that as long as N n 1−α for some α > 0, a.a.s. the connected components of G r (n, N ) are 'tree-like', and their size is bounded by a constant C = C(α).
• It is not hard to see that the lower bound proof given in Section 3 yields the following slight strengthening of our main result: If N N 0 (F, r, n), then F can be avoided a.a.s. even if the r-sets of a random r-matched graph G r n,rN are presented in an order chosen by an adversary (instead of in a random order).
• Our results extend to the case where an entire family of forbidden graphs should be avoided simultaneously: The threshold for avoiding a nonempty finite family F of fixed nonempty graphs in the generalized Achlioptas process with parameter r is N 0 (F, r, n) = n 
S(F )
in the strategy described in Section 3.
• In [15] and [18] , a related 'balanced Ramsey game' was studied, where the player has r colors at her disposal and the r edges presented in each step have to be colored immediately subject to the restriction that each of the r colors is used for exactly one edge. In this setting, the goal is to avoid creating a monochromatic copy of some fixed graph F . Note that any upper bound for the Achlioptas problem immediately carries over to the balanced Ramsey setting. It follows from lower bounds proved in [18] that for 'easy' cases (those for which the naive strategy as presented in Section 2 is best possible) the balanced Ramsey game and the Achlioptas problem have the same threshold. The thresholds of the two problems do not coincide in general however: we recently found an example of a non-forest F for which the balanced Ramsey threshold is strictly lower than the Achlioptas threshold [9] . • While our results completely settle the problem of avoiding small subgraphs in the Achlioptas process for some fixed parameter r, it remains unclear what happens if r = r(n) is assumed to be a growing function of n. In this setting, also the opposite problem of creating a copy of some fixed graph F as fast as possible gives rise to many interesting open questions. Some partial results for the latter problem were obtained in [13] .
